ABSTRACT SOLIDS THAT I:XHIUIT localization of deformation (in the form of shear bands) at sufficiently high levels of strain, are ftrcquently modeled by gradient type non-local constitutive laws. i.e. continuum theories that include higher order deformation gradients. These models incorporate a length scale for the localized deformation zone and are either postulated or justified from micromechanical considerations. Of interest here is the consistent derivation of such models from a given microstructure and the subsequent invcstigation of their localization and stability behavior under finite strains.
strain, are ftrcquently modeled by gradient type non-local constitutive laws. i.e. continuum theories that include higher order deformation gradients. These models incorporate a length scale for the localized deformation zone and are either postulated or justified from micromechanical considerations. Of interest here is the consistent derivation of such models from a given microstructure and the subsequent invcstigation of their localization and stability behavior under finite strains.
In the interest of simplicity. the microscopic model is a discrete, periodic, non-linear elastic lattice structure in two or three dimensions. The corresponding macroscopic model is a continuum constitutivc law involving displacement gradients of all orders. Attention is focused on the simplest such model. namely the one whose energy density includes gradients of the displacements only up to the second order. The relation between the ellipticity of the resulting first (local) and second (non-local) order gradient models at finite strains, the stability of uniform strain solutions and the possibility of localized deformation zones is discussed. The investigations of the resulting continuum are done for two different microstructures, the second one of which approximates the behavior of perfect monatomic crystals in plane strain. Localized strain solutions based on the continuum approximation are possible with the tirst microstructure but not with the scc<>nd. Implications for the stability of three-dimensional crystals using realistic interaction potentials are also discussed.
I. INTRO~XJCTI~N
A FEATURE SHARED BY MANY ductile solids when sufficiently strained, is the transition of their deformation field from a smoothly varying pattern into a highly localized deformation pattern in the form of a "slzenr hand". This instability phenomenon is local, i.e. it appears at any point whose stresses reach a critical level, and it is modeled in continuum mechanics as a loss ofellipticity in the incremental equilibrium equations of the solid. The characteristic surfaces of the governing equations indicate the position of the localized deformation zones. This approach has been proposed in the context of elasticity by HADAMARD (1903) and subsequently for rate independent elastoplastic solids by THOMAS (196 I) , HILL (I 962) and MANDEL (I 966). Numerous works have subsequently concentrated on the study of the localization of deformation's dependence on the assumed constitutive model. For further information on this subject, the interested reader is referred to KNOWLES and STERNBERC (1977) for elastic materials and RICE (1976) for inelastic ones.
The loss of~ili~~ticity approach is satisfactory for predicting the critical stresses and the orientation of the deformation zone at the onset of a localized deformation. However, this methodology fails to predict the size of the localized deformation zone and it cannot provide any constitutive information about the evolution of deformation inside the localized zone. Due to the above mentioned limitations, numerical (most frequently finite element) calculations in pertaining boundary value problems show dependence of results on selected mesh size and orientation (see TVERGAARII ci c/l..
1981).
To correct the above physical and numerical inadequacies of the simple loss of ellipticity approach, and given the increased importance of studying tocalized failure problems in mechanics. a number of remedies have been proposed. Several improvcments have been suggested within the framework of classical ~ontinuLln7 mechanics. They consist of either considering the imperfection sensitivity to pre-existing "IW& IO~ZPS" in the solid (see MARCINIAK and KI'CZYNSKI. 1967) , or incorporating viscous and thermal coupling efl'ects in the constitutive model (see MOLINARI and CI.IFTON, 1987; CLIFTON. 1990 ). The alternative improvement approach involves the relaxation of the "local cr~.~iorr" hypothesis of classical continuum mechanics, which dictates that only the first gradient of the deformation enters the constitutive law. Continuum models that violate the local action hypothesis are termed "non-locul" and are divided into two classes. The first class consists of integral type models whose strains and stresses at a given point depend on a convolution type integral which accounts for the history of displacements in a finite neighborhood about the point in question. The second class consists of pointwise models in which the stress at a point is calculated based exclusively on information given at this point. The simplest models in this class are higher order gradient models for which the strains and stresses at a point depend on the history of displacement gradients, up to a certain order, evaluated at the point in question.
Attention is presently focused on this last approach to modeling the localization of deformation, namely the incorporation of higher order gradients in the constitutive law. The attractions of this approach are its simplicity (no dependence on unknown weak Lanes in the solid or dificult to determine kernels appearing in integral type non-local models, no director fields to be postulated, no viscous or thermal etYects required) and the existence of a characteristic length scale built into these models that determines the size of the localized deformation zones appearing at ~~dequat~~y large levels of strain. In particular, collstitutive models il~corporating up to the second order gradient of displacement are the simplest such models that exhibit the wanted localized strain solutions with zone widths depending on the characteristic length scale. The incorporation of a second order gradient term in the material law found many applications in the study of localization phenomena, not only for solids (see AWANTIS, 1984; COLEMAN. 1983 ; COLEMAN and HOIX; DON, 1985) but in fluids as well [see VAN DEK WAALS' (I X93) classical paper and also AIT'ANTIS and SERRIN (1983a, b)].
The above mentioned second order gradient tnodels, although often physically motivated, are basically phenomenological.
The coefficients of the second order gradient terms are either postulated [as in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and AIFANTIS (1986) ASKAR, 1985 ; KUNIN, 1982; MINDLIN, 1965; TOUPIN and GAZIS, 1965) , attention has been focused on linear theories, static or dynamic. First order gradient (local) continuum calculations for non-linear periodic lattice structures are also frequently encountered in the Physics and Material Science literature, in particular when elastic properties of crystals based on atomistic pair potentials are sought (see BORN and HUANG, 1954; WEINER, 1983 ; MILSTEIN and HILL, 1977 , 1978 , 1979 . The derivation of higher order gradient continuum theories from the non-linear periodic microstructures of interest here does not seem to have attracted attention so far. to the best of our knowledge. The same comment applies to the comparison between the continuum and discrete solutions to boundary value problems for the above discussed microstructures.
As a first step in this direction, TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and BARDENHAGEN (1993) have studied a discrete one-dimensional non-linear elastic periodic microscopic model and consistently derived the corresponding continuum higher order gradient models. The resulting simplest possible such model that takes the microstructural scale into account (i.e. the lattice size) is the second order gradient one. This continuum model which was derived from a given microstructure has been found to give results in excellent agreement with the corresponding exact microscopic model for localized deformation solutions until the localization zone begins to propagate through the structure. The present work is a generalization of the above mentioned one-dimensional class of models to two, and three-dimensional lattice structures. The contents of this paper are as follows: Section 2 details the general periodic elastic lattice model and outlines the derivation of the continuum macroscopic model from the properties of the discrete microscopic model. The Euler--Lagrange equations and boundary conditions for boundary value problems involving these continuum models are derived for the two simplest such models, namely the ones that contain the lowest order term in the lattice size. Both continuum models are equivalent in the sense that they differ by a null Lagrangian and hence they produce the same EulerLagrange equations of equilibrium.
The simplest of these two equivalent formulations contains deformation gradients only up to the second order and is used in all the subsequent investigations reported here. The relations between the ellipticity condition for the first (local) and second (non-local) order gradient continuum models and their implication on stability are also discussed. A localized deformation is possible when the non-local continuum model remains elliptic at strains corresponding to the loss of ellipticity of the local model, here termed for convenience as "critical strains".
When the non-local model is not elliptic at critical strains. we show that the uniform critical strain solution under displacement control is no longer stable and hence the local continuum approximation is no longer valid near critical strain levels. Section 3 presents two particular lattice examples, derives the corresponding continuum second order gradient models and investigates the ellipticity of the second order gradient models. For the first example the non-local (second order gradient) model is elliptic at critical strains, thus implying the possibility of a localized deformation zone. For the second example, a two-dimensional model of a perfect monatomic crystal in plane strain, the corresponding non-local continuum is not elliptic at critical strains. As a result we conclude the impossibility of reaching a uniform critical strain in that model due to the instabilities that should appear prior to reaching the critical strain level in a displ~~c~t~ent controlled experiment. The local c~~ntinuL~ln approximation is therefore invalid for strain levels in the neighborhood of the critical ones and hence there is no need to investigate the ellipticity of the continuum model based on any higher order gradient term. Section 4 concludes the presentation with a discussion of the results and comments about the necessary modifications for calculations modeling perfect monatomic crystals in three dimensions.
DERIVA-IJW OF HIGHER ORDER GRAINENT MODEL IN 3-D
The derivation of the collt~nuun~ macroscopic model from the corresponding discrete microscopic model is the same in two and three dimensions.
Here the ~{eriv~tio~l is presented in three ditnejlsioll~. but the results for the taco-dimension~~l case are easily recovered from their three-dimensional counterparts when the range of the script Latin indices i, ,j,li.. is from I to 2 (instead of 1 3). The Einstein summation convention over repeated script Latin indicts is adopted in the rest of this work. A repeated lower case Latin index implies summation from I to 3 unless explicitly stated otherwise. Summation over upper case Latin indices, which correspond to nodes, will be indicated explicitly.
Consider an infinite three-din~e~lsioi~~l, regular, orthogonal grid aligned with ;t Cartesian coordinate system. The grid spacings along the X,-directions are denoted by ~',t: where c is the diagonal dimension of the unit cell and I',I', = I. The discrete micromechanical model is a periodic structure composed of interacting nodes which, in the undeformed configuration, are located at (not necessarily all) grid points, i.e. the nodes form a lattice structure. Grid points are referenced by the integer triplets I = (i,, i?, i;) corresponding to grid point positions (i,r,i:. i2~21:> ill;i:). The reference position vector (in the undeformed configuration) for node I is denoted by X, and has components X,, = ?,I.,(: (no sum). The current position vector (in the deformed configuration)
is denoted by x, and has components .Y,, = X,i+~r,, where u, is the displacement vector for node 1. More useful for the description of the above introduced lattice arc relative position vectors. For nodes (and J, the reference relative position vector of node d with respect to node Z is AX, = X,,-X, and has components AX,,, = X,, -X,L = CA,, where the relative index N is defined by N = J-Z (n, = j,-i,) and AN = AXN/e is the dimensionless reference relative position vector of node J with respect to node I with components AV, = Y;PZ, (no sum). The distance between nodes J and Z in the reference configuration,
LRir is given by : Each node Zexperiences a central force (along the current position vector Ax,,) due to neighbor J. The interaction force is derivable from the interaction potential c#.~~(Z,~). The lattices under consideration are taken to be point symmetric, i.e. for each node I, if node J = I+ N is in the lattice, also node Z-N = 2Z-J is in the lattice, and 4,,,(e) = 4 ,"(*) (see Fig. I for an illustration in two dimensions).
Interaction potentials are assumed to have a finite range, so that each node is influenced only by a finite number of neighbors.
A convenient strain parameter Bn: (and not necessarily the only such choice) which measures strain between nodes J and Z, is given by :
(2.3) Interaction potentials q51V(Z,V) may thus be written in terms of dimensionless potentials I~x,~(/?%) multiplied by the unit cell volume Y,Y?Y~E~ and a common modulus E:
in two dimensions of a unit cell which is point symmetric about its center node, here depicted in white. The nodes which interact with the center node are depicted in black. The grid spacings are r,l: in the A', direction and Y-_E in the X2 direction.
S. BAKDEKHAGEN and N. TKIANTAFYLLIDIS $N(I!V) = YIT2Y?C7RZ',N(B,V).
(2.4)
The dimensionless interaction potential function M~,~(/II,,,) may be calculated from any interaction potential. Two such potential functions are of particular interest in this investigation and will be examined in more detail in Section 3. The equilibrium equations for node I, termed the "center node" and depicted in white in Fig. I . are given in the absence of external forces by :
where the summations are over all nodes J, termed "interucting nodes" and depicted in black in Fig. I, interacting with node I. The central force experienced by node I due to the influence of node J is given in dyadic and component form by :
where the prime (*)' denotes differentiation with respect to a function's argument.
Numerical solution of the discrete equilibrium equations (2.5) quickly becomes expensive and lengthy for solids with dimensions much larger than that of the unit cell (solid's volume V >> Y,T?T~E'), which is the case of interest. Rather than solve the discrete equilibrium equations for nodal displacements u,, an equivalent continuum problem for displacement u(X) is sought whose solution coincides with the solution to (2.5) at the nodal points, i.e. u(X,) = u,. When the node spacings become small, i.e. E -+ 0, the discrete system of algebraic equations (2.5) can be approximated by a system of differential equations for u(X) [e.g. see ASKAR (19X5), KUNIN (1982) for the linear case]. Of particular interest here is the extension of the one-dimensional results in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and BARDENHAC~EN (1993) to three dimensions.
i.e. the derivation of the simplest higher order gradient continuum model whose energy density. within an accuracy of O(E'), is :
where F is the deformation gradient of the continuum model with components F,, = s,,+u ,.,' and G = FV with components G,,, = u,,,~. (1993) . Here the energy approach is employed.
A continuum energy density of the form (2.7) can be derived directly from the interaction potentials of all lattice nodes interacting with node 1. The ensuing derivation provides a continuum energy density up to any order of E desired. Of interest here is the lowest order correction, i.e. the O(E') term, for it introduces the scale of the microstructure E in the simplest way. The energy density of the discrete structure, denoted by W, equals half the sum of the energies of all nodes interacting with node I (the other half corresponding to nodes J = I+ N), divided by the unit cell volume :
An adequately smooth continuous function u(X) is assumed that approximates equilibrium displacements u,, at the nodal points X_,, i.e. u(X,) E uJ. Using the Taylor series expansion for x = X+u, about X,, to evaluate the current relative position vectors Ax, = cAN+uJ-u,, one obtains :
where all derivatives are evaluated at X, and where G = FV, H = (FV)V with components G,,k = u,,~~ and H,,,, = Ui,,/_l respectively. Substitution of (2.1))(2.3) and (2.9) into (2.8) and subsequent expansion of the result in terms of ascending powers of E yields : is also a null Lagrangian, i.c. its corresponding Euler--Lagrange equations are idcntically zero. This may be verified directly by noting the symmetries of &,,,,,, and f'+, given in (2. I I ). speci~c~~lly that : (2.12) are symmetric with respect to any interchange of Latin or Greek indices. Thus the simplest form for the continuum energy density corresponding to the microscopic model at hand is the one given by (2.7) with an accuracy of O(C').
The continuum equilibrium equations corresponding to energy density forms @(F, G) or I@(F, G,H) will be derived in Section 2.3. It should be noted that both energy densities are frame invariant, as is easily verified (W^(F, FV) = $(F*. F*V), W(F. FV, (FV)V) = W(F*, F*V. (F*V)V), for F" = Q -F where Q is any independent of X ~~rthogonal tensor). It should also be noted here that the same eqLlilibri~~rn equations.
which are presented in Ihe next section. can be obtained directly from the discrete equilibrium equations (X5), (2.6) by substituting (2.1) (2.3) and (2.Y), subsequently expanding the result in terms of ascending powers of ;:, and then using symmetry relations (2.12). a rather formidable computation.
In this section the boundary value problems corresponding to energy densities @' and IY will be derived. While both energy densities yield the same equilibrium equations, the boundary conditions are in general different. Energy density @is preferred over I& in view of its simpler form and its frequent use in previous investigations.
Noticing that 6? and k' can be put in the general form W(F) + (~'/2)1?(F, G, H). the dift'erences in boundary conditions are presented most clearly by using the general higher order gradient term (e',2)h(F, G,H) in the boundary value problem derivations.
The boundary conditions pertaining to energy densities @and W are obtained by selecting the appropriate expressions for Iz(F, G, H) from (2.7) or (2. IO). The potential energy of a body which in tho reference configuration occupies volume C'. in the absence of body forces and boundary loads (for a displacement controlled problem). is then
The equilibrium equations and boundary conditions are found by extremizing d over all admissible displacements u(X). A standard calculation from b,@. &I = 0 gives where n is the outward unit normal to the surface 5: Y bounding the reference volume V. Gauss' divergence theorem has been applied to give the surface terms in (2.13).
Noting that 6~ and the surface components of its gradients are not independent on the boundary, for if Su is known on the boundary iiV so are all derivatives of &I in directions tangent to the boundary, the boundary terms in (2.13) can be written in terms of only the independent quantities on aiY Proceeding as in MINDLIN (1965) .
the gradient operator may be written as the sum of a surface operator V G V--an and a normal operator D = (( )V) en, i.e. for any tensor A, AD = (AV) -n, so that 6uV = f&f (&iD)n.
(2.14)
The divergence theorem for closed surfaces is (see BRAND, 1947) :
which is valid for any vector w. Substitution of (2.14) into (2.13), after considerable manip~llat~on and repeated application of (2.15). permits the equiii~ri~ll~ equations (2. I Fi), and boundary conditions (2. I 6)2-(2. lb), for the continuum to he written as ,n.gnni--A,. ,t.i. In ~~1~1~~11~~~~ form the above cqu~i~brj~ln~ equations and boundary conditions are :
where i%~,;'?n = Sti,_yf7,, and ?!&,,!?PI? = &u,,,, ii II II, are the first and second normal derivatives of 6~; respectively (directional derivatives along n). Equations (2.16) take the sxxe form (in the absence of body forces and surface loads) us those given by M1Nn1.r~ (1965) . They are not identictzi equations, however, f"or here the energy density is a function of F, C; and ff; white in Mindlin's work (in linear elasticity) the energy density is a function of a t, and N. where e = f I !2)fVu+ uVj, @uB) (2.17)J
The boundary value problem for energy density u/ is found by taking [SW {2. JO)] :
h(F,G,H) = -3GiB(F)iG-C(F)iH
into equilibrium equations (2. I@, and boundary conditions (2.1 6),(2.16)4 which t&c the form The natural bou~~~ia~y ~ond~t~~ns for the two energy densities, i.e. the bon~da~y conditions corresponding to the case where au, 6ufz, f&D)D are not prescribed, are generally different. One set of natural boundary conditions, the set corresponding t_o_ (ZLI~)~, is satisfied ~d~n~~~a~~y for the boundary v&e problem corresponding to $4' fwhere ~~~~~~ = a). Tt is interesting to Gad boundary value problems, besides the This feature is rcsponsiblc for the existence of discontinuous strain gradients in the equilibrium solutions of elastic solids whose strain energy density is the macroscopic energy density W(F), i.e. when the size of the microstructure effects are ignored. It is also the reason for the existence of localized strain equilibrium solutions. polarized perpendicular to n', i.c. u(X) = m',q(n'~X), where y(z) is a smooth scalar function of its real argument Z, for elastic solids whose strain energy density is given by W(F. C), i.e. when the size of microstructure effects are taken into account (see TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and AIFANTIS, 1986).
(ii) A quadratic in G energy correction term (c'/'2)G f B(F) i G that accounts for the effects of microstructure and restores the strong ellipticity of the equilibrium equations for E For a given microstructure there is no guarantee that the strong ellipticity condition for @ i.e. where the norm of the second rank tensor AF is defined by I/AFI/ = (AF: AF) "' = (AF,,AF,,)"' and where S 3 0. If a strictly positive 6 can be found that satisfies (2.21) one can easily show. following the steps in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and AIFANTIS (1986) that a "bell shaped" localized deformation polarized equilibrium solution [of the type u(X) = m'g(n'* X)] can be constructed, as long as the deformation gradient lies at all points X within the above mentioned neighborhood of F,. Failure of (2.21) indicates the non-existence of such smooth localized deformation equilibrium solutions since the admissible equilibrium solutions can now have discontinuities in G = FV. There isAn important connection between the strong ellipticity (or lack of it) of W(F) and W(F, G) and the stability of an arbitrary region of the continuum (assumed homogeneous) under constant strain and for full Dirichlet boundary conditions. To this end consider a volume P', wit&-boundary (? V, of a homogeneous continuum whose strain energy density is given by W(F, C) in (2.7). On the boundary 8P'a displacement u = (F(E.) -I) * X is applied, where the deformation gradient F(i) depends on a scalar parameter i > 0, also termed the loading parameter. with F(0) = 1. It is also assumed that the strain induced by F is a monotonically increasing function of i,, and this requirement is satisfied when the principal stretches L,(i) of F (the eigenvalues of the pure stretch U part of F obtained from the polar decomposition F = R -U where R is the rigid body rotation part of F) increase or decrease monotonically away from unity, since i,(O) = 1. As a result of the assumed homogeneity of the solid, an obvious solution to the equilibrium equations (2.17), is u = &X, jb) = (F(1.) -I) *X, VXE V, which implies uniform strain in V, i.e. F = F(i_), G = FV = 0, Y X E V. Of interest is the stability of the above found uniform strain solution under arbitrary perturbations 6u(X) satisfying 6u = 0, 6uD = 0 (which also imply &IV = 0), for XE(?V in view of the assumed imposition of displacement and its normal derivative at the boundary. Using the minimum potential energy criterion, the uniform strain solu_t$m is stable if it corresponds to a local minimum of the solid's total energy d = St, W d V. Given that @is a smooth function of u the local minimum condition can be written as v&m-e &TxJ[~ = g ,( ZL = 'r, Notiw ~N-B @2>~ that ~~(F~~~~ > 0 ~~~~~~~~d~ to t&e strong ellipticity of macroscopic energy density W(F) at F(A) [see also discussion of (2.20)] since it ensures the fxxitive definiteness of the tensor with components 3i(;~W"(F(3.))/8F,, aF,,) E,, whi)ie III@(A)) > 0 corresponds to the strong ellipticity of W(F, G) at F(A) [see also discu%Gon of (2.21)] since it ensures the positive definiteness of the tensor with components ~,~~Blik,,,,~(F(~~))~,,E,~, Based on this observation, the following conclusions can be drawn about the &ability of the uniform strain solulion F(A) under displacement controlled boundary conditions in a homogeneous elastic body whose energy density @(F, C) is given by (2.7). As the uniform strain in the solid Increases an& for 3s long iz$ W(mz{Zj, is srrongiy e!hpt,ric, i.e. j3i_~F~~)) > F, one L%n ensure a &@q-), > il and f-iernce deduce st&iIiQ for the uniform strain problem under displacement control. If fiB(F(i)) > 0 then any size part of the solid under F(1) is stable, whether for p,(F(3.)) < 0 one has to consider an adequately small value of E, or equivalently a large sample-compared to the size of the microstructure-in order to ensure ps(F(i)) > 0. When during the above loading process i, reaches a critical value i, corresponding to the loss of ellipticity of W, at F, = F(&) and hence IJL(Fc) = 0 [see also (2.20),], the corresponding uniform strain solution is stable only if @is strongly elliptic at F,, i.e. ljB(Fc) > 0. Consequently one can deduce that as long as @is strongly elliptic at F, and (2.21) is satisfied [which would imply fi,(F,) > 01, a uniform strain critical deformation F, can be reached and sustained, in view of its stability via a displacement control process in a homogeneous elastic solid whose energy density @(F, G) is given by (2.7). When PR(Fc) < 0 one can show that the uniform critical deformation F, corresponding to the loss of ellipticity of W(F) cannot be reached and that some bifurcation type instability will develop during the loading process corresponding to F(j") for some /I < il, (the exact value of E. depending on the size of the solid), since F, is not a local minimizer of Z.
EXAMPLES FOR SPECIFIC MICROSTRUCTURES
As previously mentioned, all investigations to date of localized deformations using higher o$er gradient models for non-linear elastic continua, postulate an energy density W(F, G), as given by (2.7), for which B(F) satisfies the strong ellipticity r%quirement (2.21). In contrast with the previously mentioned work, the energy density W(F,G) is now calculated from the microstructure, i.e. from lattice geometry and interaction potentials. Consequently the ellipticity of B(F) must be checked for all F near critical deformations F, as indicated in (2.21). In this section the energy densities corresponding to two different two-dimensional microstructures, each being symmetric with respect to the X, and XZ axes, are investigated.
The first microstructure, hereafter referred to as Case A, is a two-dimensional extension of the one-dimensional non-linear elastic model used in TRIANTAFYLLIIXS and BARDENHAGEN (1993) . The Case A microstructure is a square lattice whose unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2 . The unit cell consists of non-linear springs connecting the center node, depicted in white, to nodes in each of the first two surrounding squares. depicted in black. It will be shown that the Case A-model is an example of a microstructure for which the continuum energy density Wsatisfies the strong ellipticity requirement (2.21), and for which localized strain solutions are possible. The second microstructure, hereafter referred to as Case B, is motivated by our desire to study continuum models of monatomic (i.e. composed of only one atomic species), perfect crystals. The Case B microstructure consists of a hexagonal lattice with a node at each lattice site as depicted in Fig. 3(a) . The center node of each unit cell is again depicted in white while all the other nodes interacting with it are depicted in black. The grid spacings arc !:Y~ _ 3 in the X, and X7 directions. The center node, which is deptcted tn whim. is connected by non-linear springs to nodes in the first two surrounding sctuares. depicted in black. nearest nodes interact with the center node) to L = 2~ (18 nearest nodes interact with the center node) and finally to L = 3~ (36 nodes interact with the center node) as depicted in Fig. 3(b) is studied. Of interest is the determination of the critical deformation gradient, F,, at which the macroscopic energy density W(F) loses strong ellipticity and the size of the region, 6, about F, for which B(F) maintains strong ellipticity of %(F, [II,~] which are second and fourth order polynomials in n,/n, respectively, with coefficients depending on the loading parameter )_. Similarly the principal minors of [B,,] are B,, (no sum) and det [B,,] which are fourth and eighth order polynomials in nz/nI respectively, with coefficients depending on the loading parameter L Real roots of these polynomials are sought since their existence implies a change of sign and hence loss of positive definiteness in the corresponding matrices. To determine the number of distinct real roots of a real nth order polynomial P,~(.u), it is convenient to compute the Cauchy index of the function ~:~(_v)/p,~(.. ) Y in the entire real line, denoted by I'_: [p;!(~)/p,~(.u)], by constructing a Sturm chain (see GANTMACHER, 1974) . For completeness of the presentation this procedure is briefly outlined in the Appendix. Results of ellipticity calculations for Cases A and B are presented for uniform strain deformations having the X, and X1 directions as principal directions, i.e.
(3.1)
This class of deformations is sufficient to completely characterize all uniform strain states for isotropic materials.
Only the Case B microstructure under infinitesimal deformations is isotropic. The same microstructure under large strains as well as the Case A microstructure produce macroscopic energy densities W(F) which are orthotropic with equivalent orthotropy axes X,, XI. Two graphs in the E.,,A? plane are produced for the ellipticity results of each microstructure discussed. The first graph presents the ellipticity domain of the macroscopic energy density W(F) [where (2.20) , holds] for the uniform strain deformations F(i) given by (3. I). Strong ellipticity for deformation gradients F(L) along a particular path (jL,/,Iz = const) is indicated by a solid line.
The second graph presents results from the ellipticity investigation for @(F, G), or equivalently for B(F), for several different uniform strain paths F(i). The paths correspond to stretching in the X, and X, directions (j_, = /1, jti2 = 1, and II,, = I, A2 = 2, respectively), balanced biaxial stretching (i, = AZ = A), and isochoric deformation (ii = i, IL2 = I/i). Strong ellipticity of the macroscopic energy density W(F) along these deformation paths is indicated by a solid line and the angle between vector II" and the X,-axis [where (2.20)? holds, indicating the initial orientation oLshear localization] is presented. For microstructures whose continuum energies W(F, G) satisfy the strong ellipticity requirement [(2.21) holds for all //AFT/ < 61, the corresponding maximal value of 6 is also given on the same graph.
For Case A the microstructure is a square lattice (Y, = Y? = l/,.,2) with nodes at each lattice site and potentials derived from non-linear springs, which are stress free at the reference state u = 0. Each node is connected to all nodes on the nearest surrounding square by non-linear springs which have dimensionless potentials \r,,,(fl,) = \I,,([;,\) and to selected nodes on the outer surrounding square by non-linear springs with dimension& potentials Mu,, = IV~(P,~) (as seen in Fig. 2 ), where The dimensionless spring force u.',(/jV). ~t,>(/i.,) vs strain fj,V relations are plotted in Fig. 4 . The dimensionless potentials arc characterized by the properties ~r',(j,~) + r;s as /I', --f T/I' for the interaction of the center node with the nodes on the nearest surrounding square, and ~r',(/l\,) --f -~-~1 as /j,\ -+ cx for the interactions of the center node with the nodes on the outer surrounding square. The negative slope springs connecting the ccntet node to the nodes on the outer surrounding squares are responsible for B(F) satisfying strong ellipticity requirement (2.21) in analogy to the onedimensional result in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and BARDENHAGEN (1993). The continuum energy density functions W(F) and B(F) have been calculated by using (3.2) in (2.1 I). The ellipticity domain of macroscopic energy density W(F) for all deformation gradients F(l) with principal axes X ,, X2, as given by (3. I). is presented in Fig. 5 . Each line corresponds to a fixed ratio of (i, -l)/(jL2-I) and is terminated at the critical deformation gradient F, = diag [/llC, I.,,] at which strong ellipticity is lost. i.c. (2.20)Z holds. The ellipticity domain is symmetric about the balanced biaxial stretching path i, = EL, = i as expected from a discrete microstructure which is symmetric with respect to the X, = X, line. or invariant under a n/2 rotation.
For the four loading paths mentioned in the general discussion at the beginning of this section. i.e. unidirectional stretching in the X, and X2 directions, balanced biaxial stretching, and isochoric deformation, the ellipticity results for $(F, G) are presented in Fig. 6 . Solid lines are terminated at the critical deformation gradient F, = diag [ilC. j_?,] at which strong ellipticity of the macroscopic energy density W(F) is lost, while 8 denotes the angle between nc and the X, axis, which determines the initial orientation of the localized strain zone. Moreover 6 denotes the norm of AF, which determines the size of the region about F, for which W^(F, G) is strongly elliptic according to (2.21).
The ellipticity results for @(F, G) are symmetric about the balanced biaxial stretching path as in Fig. 5 due to the symmetry of the lattice, as previously explained. Along this path no direction is preferred for the localized deformation zone due to the symmetry of the microstructure and the symmetry of the loading. For each path a finite neighborhood about F, exists, i.e. 6 > 0, for which @(F, G) is strongly elliptic. Note that 6 increases monotonically with the orientation of deformation angle $, tan $ = (A,--l)/(A, -l), as $ moves from -rc/4 (balanced biaxial compression) to n/4 (balanced biaxial tension). The microstructure of Case A thus gives rise to a continuum model which satisfies the properties necessary for the existence of localized strain solutions, polarized along the critical direction indicated at the end of each corresponding strain path in Fig. 6 . For Case B the microstructure is a hexagonal lattice (rl = 1,;2. r2 = ,,1'3/2) with nodes at each lattice site as depicted in Fig. 3(a) . Each node has the same atomic potential.
This model is motivated by our desire to study continuum models of monatomic (i.e. composed of only one atomic species). perfect crystals. Although a realistic crystal model should be three-dimensional, the verification of positive for which no extension of the Sturm chain method exists. In the interest of simplicity our crystal model has thus been restricted to two dimensions.
A typical atomic potential 4(I) and its force 4'(I) are depicted in Fig. 7 . In accordance with standard models (see BORN and HUANG, 1954; WIENER, 1983) , a strong repulsive force between atoms at close range, and a diminishing attractive force at long range dictates that 4'(I) --f -ccj as I-+ 0, and 4'(I) --f 0 as I+ x respectively. The minimum value of 4(1) is attained at I = c, where the force 4'(E) = 0. It is seen that the force q5'(1) decays to zero rapidly as I + x and thus the dominant interactions are between nearest neighbors. A perfect crystal with atomic potential 4(I) may then be approximated by taking into account only the interactions of nodes within a finite range L.
For Case B, the dimensionless potential with range L is given by path no direction is preferred for the localized deformation zone because the model is strained symmetrically along axes of symmetry. Ellipticity is not lost along the balanced biaxial stretching path in compression because this path is extremely stable as it takes infinite energy to bring two nodes to the same point (see Fig. 7 ).
For none of the subcases or loading paths is there a neighborhood about F, for which W^(F, G) is strongly elliptic. Hence, according to the Discussion in Section 2.4, the microstructures become unstable on the principal path prior to reaching the critical deformation gradient F,. This indicates that, for perfect crystals, some other bifurcated solution develops (not a localized strain solution) prior to the loss of ellipticity of macroscopic energy density W(F). Indeed, bifurcation instabilities in crystals have already been reported in the literature at strain levels prior to maximum loads, a special case of loss of ellipticity of the first order gradient strain energy density [see for example THOMPSON and SHORROCK (1975) and references quoted therein].
DISCUSSION AND CON~LUIXNG REMARKS
The present study provides a consistent methodology for deriving non-linear higher order gradient continuum models from the properties of the underlying discrete periodic microstructures in three-dimensional non-linear elastic solids. The purpose of these models is to improve the continuum description of solids strained in their post-localization regime by including the scale effects of the underlying microstructure. This work is a generalization to three dimensions of the one-dimensional results in TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and BARDENHACEN (1993) who initiated this type of calculation and cornpared the solutions of the discrete problem to the solutions of the corresponding continuum boundary value problem. In addition to their theoretical interest. an attractive physical interpretation can be given to the present three-dimensional calculations as an extension of Born type calculations (see BORN and HUANG, 1954; WEINER. 1983 ) which give the first order deformation gradient continuum elastic (local) description of monatomic perfect crystals. By including the second order gradient term in the continuum (non-local) description of the lattice, one can assess the possibility of existence as well as the stability of localized strain solutions. These localized deformation solutions occur at deformation gradients that are large enough to cause loss of ellipticity in the first order gradient model.
As an application to the general method presented. two different microstructures were examined. The first was designed so as to ensure ellipticity of the second order gradient model for the deformations of interest. The second tnodel was motivated by problems in monatomic perfect crystals under plane strain. It was found that the inclusion of the second order gradient terms in the latter model does not restore ellipticity at deformation gradients where the first order gradient model loses ellipticity. Consequently. the higher order gradient model which accounts for the size of the microstructure-the lattice distance appears explicitly in the energy terms that include the contribution of the higher order deformation gradient--does not allow the existence of smooth localized strain solutions. This result should not come as a surprise. It is known that the localized deformation zone thickness in metallic crystals does not scale according to the lattice size, which is the only characteristic distance available in the present model. Based on some preliminary investigations, we believe that more accurate three-dimensional calculations for realistic lattices will also give the same conclusion,
given that the size of the localized deformation zone in metals is orders of magnitude higher than the interatomic distance. This suggests that a different microstructural scale has to be considered in the derivation of a continuum model that accounts for the post-localization behavior of the monatomic crystal.
At this point some additional comments about the calculation of higher order gradient continuum models for three-dimensional crystal geometries using realistic potentials are in order. It has long been known. going all the way back to the first atom&tic models for elasticity, that the elastic moduli based on pair potentials with central forces between atoms often led to unrealistic conclusions. The first such result was the celebrated theoretical Poisson ratio prediction I' = I;4 by Cauchy. The trouble goes even further. as seen in the calculations by MLY~EIY and HILL (1978) Our general methodology proposed in Section 1.2 can be easily extended to include many body potentials instead of the two body ones for the interatomic force calculations in the discrete lattice models. Some preliminary 3-D calculations for b.c.c. crystals using Morse lype pair potentials as well as three body potentials arc under way with none of the rcsults so f'ar showing the possibility of localization at strains corresponding to the first loss of ellipticity in the first order gradient model.
The present work is part of a number of recent studies on the relations between the microscopic failure mechanisms and their corresponding macroscopic manifestations in solids with microstructure.
In the interest of simplicity as well as mathematical consistencydisordered microstructurer present substantial mathematical difficulties once non-linear phenomena are modeled and require a number of intuitive assumptions which are often difficult to prove-cfYorts are focused on periodic microstructures and mechanical failure modes during a quasistatic loading process in the absence of rate, inertial or thermal effects. One part of these studies aims at relating macro-and microinstability mechanisms at the onset of failure (see ABEYARATNE and TRIANTAFYLLIDIS, 1984: TRIANTAFYLIJDIS and MAKER, 1985 ; GEYM~NANT et al., 1993) where the failure mechanism at the micro-level is bifurcation buckling and the corresponding failure at the macro-level is shear band localization.
Another part focuses on the post-failure range, where an attempt is made to find continuum theories that are capable of describing the solid's behavior after the onset of the initial instability.
Results from the one-dimensional model by TRIANTAFYLLTDIS and BARDENHACEN (1993) were encouraging and led to the present work in two and three dimensions. They provided valuable insight on what type of continuum behavior one has to expect in the postlocalization range in media with known microstructures. Similar problems arise in other engineering applications where the microstructure is no longer discrete. An investigation to extend the present methodology for deriving higher order gradient homogenized models from continua with periodic microstructures is currently under 
